
Your Lens Into the  
Entire Cryptoeconomy



Our Mission

At Amberdata, our mission is to define and lead the market for digital asset data, market 
intelligence and research applications to provide our customers with a trusted lens into the 
entire cryptoeconomy. 

We deliver comprehensive data and insights into blockchain networks, crypto markets, and 
decentralized finance, empowering financial institutions with historical and real-time 
fundamental (on-chain) and market data for research, trading, risk, analytics, reporting, and 
compliance. We eliminate the infrastructure setup, integration challenges and maintenance 
headaches to access digital asset data, reducing cost and time to market for entering the 
digital asset class.

The Problem We Solve

Financial institutions need reliable data infrastructure to offer digital asset products and  
services, but it’s very difficult to build and maintain.
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“Amberdata has a unique approach and an extensive offering that transforms complex data 
into easy-to-use information. They have been great partners to collaborate with and helped us 

to utilize data much faster than expected.”

Itay Tuchman  |  Global Head of Foreign Exchange at Citi



Why Amberdata

We have built and maintain an institutional grade infrastructure to deliver digital asset data 
so that financial institutions can concentrate on their core business. 

Our Solution

Our Platform



Solutions for Every Digital Asset Class Participant

Whether you’re a financial institution just entering the asset class, a seasoned crypto native 
looking to expand coverage, or a Fintech looking to build new or enhance existing products, 
Amberdata has digital asset data solutions to meet your needs.

Data for Every Pre and Post-Trade Need

Get the comprehensive digital asset data needed to support the full trading lifecycle from Amberdata

“Financial institutions and global payment providers are increasingly interested in offering  
cryptocurrency-enabled products and services. We believe Amberdata provides the most  

comprehensive digital asset data solution in the market and has the potential to be a piece of  
fundamental infrastructure powering the future of financial markets.”

Chris Ferraro  |  Co-President and CIO at Galaxy Digital
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Crypto markets  
are just beginning

Amberdata provides fundamental Infrastructure for future digital assets and Web3

As digital assets become pervasive and widely adopted, the total market  
size and applications are unimaginable today, but could represent  
trillions of dollars in new businesses being created as every  
individual and business around the world adopts  
this technology.
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